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Abstract
The impact of surgical treatment for tongue cancer is tradition-
ally assessed with vowel formant metrics from read speech or
sustained vowels. However, isolated speech might not fully re-
flect a speaker’s typical speech. Here, we assessed the effect
of speaking style (read vs. semi-spontaneous) on vowel acous-
tics of individuals pre- and post-surgery for tongue cancer.
Eight individuals (3 females and 5 males) were recorded pre-
and approximately six months post-surgery. We calculated the
articulatory-acoustic vowel space (AAVS) during read speech
(sentences) and semi-spontaneous speech (picture description).
Results showed that the AAVS did not differ significantly pre-
and post-surgery. Picture descriptions yielded a significantly
smaller AAVS compared to the reading task, which was con-
sistent pre- and post-surgery. Our findings suggest that both
read and semi-spontaneous speech styles would be suitable to
quantify the impact of surgical intervention for tongue cancer
on vowel acoustics.
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1. Introduction
Surgical intervention for tongue cancer often reduces tongue
mobility (Lazarus et al. 2014; Tienkamp et al. 2024). Reduced
tongue mobility may lead to more centralised speech where the
acoustic distance between phonemes becomes smaller. Studies
that assess the effect of surgery for tongue cancer on speech
acoustics often use sustained vowels or isolated words and/or
sentences over (semi-)spontaneous speech for their clinical fea-
sibility and increased experimental control (Takatsu et al. 2017;
Guo et al. 2023). Studies using isolated utterances have in-
dicated that the vowel space area (VSA) is generally reduced
in individuals with tongue cancer following surgical treatment
(Balaguer et al. 2020; Takatsu et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2023).
However, a recent study that used spontaneous speech did
not find significant differences between the vowel formants
of individuals treated for tongue cancer and control speakers
(Tienkamp, van Son, and Halpern 2023). This raises the ques-
tion to what extent the conflicting findings for VSA metrics in
speakers treated for tongue cancer might result from differences
in speaking style.

The choice of speech prompt (vowels/syllables or words) or
speaking style (slow, read, or semi-spontaneous) has a consider-
able effect on the resulting speech output. For choice of speech

prompt, individual syllables result in larger vowel spaces com-
pared to words or sentences (van Son, Middag, and Demuynck
2018). For speaking style, larger vowel spaces are found when
speakers are asked to read aloud a passage more slowly com-
pared to their habitual speech rate (Turner, Tjaden, and Weis-
mer 1995). In contrast, (semi-)spontaneous speech, which is
primarily characterised by a faster speech rate, has resulted in
the acoustic reduction of both vowels and consonants compared
to read speech (Nakamura, Iwano, and Furui 2008; van Son
and Pols 1999). Thus, while sustained vowels or read speech
might allow for the recording of best-effort attempts as it elic-
its larger vowel spaces, more spontaneous speech better reflects
daily conversational speech.

At present, no direct comparisons have been made be-
tween read and more spontaneous speech in speakers surgically-
treated for tongue cancer. Yet, a better understanding of how
speaking style affects vowel acoustics before and after surgery
for tongue cancer can aid in the development of a standardised
speech assessment protocol, which does not exist at present.
Specifically, it is not clear which speaking style best captures
changes in vowel acoustics following surgical treatment for
tongue cancer.

The objective of this study was therefore to assess the ef-
fect of speaking style (read vs. semi-spontaneous) on the com-
prehensive acoustic vowel space in individuals undergoing sur-
gical treatment for tongue cancer. To this end, we measured
the articulatory-acoustic vowel space (AAVS) across sentence
reading and across more spontaneously elicited speech (i.e., a
picture description task) in individuals before and after surgery
for tongue cancer. We predicted that the picture description task
would yield a smaller AAVS (i.e., more reduced speech) com-
pared to the sentence reading task. Moreover, we predicted an
overall reduction of the AAVS following treatment as compared
to pre-treatment due to a surgery-induced reduction in tongue
mobility. Due to a lack of prior studies on the topic, we did
not formulate any specific predictions regarding the interaction
between speaking style and treatment.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants

The present study is part of a larger project approved by the
institution’s Medical Ethics Review Board (NL79242.042.21).
All participants provided written informed consent before their
participation. Eight native speakers of Dutch (five males, three



females) with a mean age of 62.1 years (range: 41-77) com-
pleted data collection both pre- and post-surgery and were in-
cluded in this study. Participants were tested a few days before
and approximately six months after surgical treatment. Speak-
ers were treated for T1 (n=5), T2 (n=2) or T3 (n=1) tongue tu-
mours located either on the mid-line of the tongue (S07) or the
lateral side of the tongue (all other speakers). T-stages can range
from T1 (smallest) to T4 (largest). For six speakers, the tumour
was localised on the anterior 2/3 of the tongue, whereas for two
speakers (S02 and S04), the tumour was localised on the pos-
terior 1/3 of the tongue. The tongue was reconstructed using a
radial forearm free flap for two speakers (S01 and S02), whereas
the wound was locally closed for other speakers. One speaker
received (chemo)radiation post-surgery (S02) and was recorded
six months after the last radiation session to ensure a compa-
rable time post-treatment. Table 1 shows the demographic and
clinical information of all speakers.

Table 1: Speaker demographics and clinical information. F =
female, M = male, Anterior = anterior 2/3 of the tongue. Pos-
terior = posterior 1/3 of the tongue.

Speaker Sex Age T-stage Location
S01 F 75 T3 Anterior
S02 M 41 T2 Posterior
S03 M 54 T1 Anterior
S04 F 77 T1 Posterior
S05 M 55 T1 Anterior
S06 M 68 T2 Anterior
S07 F 61 T1 Anterior
S08 M 62 T1 Anterior

2.2. Procedures

All speakers were recorded in the mobile sound booth
SPRAAKLAB (Wieling, Rebernik, and Jacobi 2023) and were
fitted with an omni-directional microphone (Shure MX-153T)
angled 45° from the mouth with a seven centimetre mic-to-
mouth distance. Their speech was recorded at a 22,050 Hz
sampling rate. To elicit semi-spontaneous speech, participants
were asked to describe two pictures in detail using their habit-
ual speaking style: the Cookie Theft picture (Goodglass, Ka-
plan, and Weintraub 2001) and the Cat Rescue picture (Nicholas
and Brookshire 1993). To elicit read speech, participants were
asked to read aloud 15 phonemically-balanced sentences with
the phonemes of Dutch at the frequency the phonemes typically
occur (Luts et al. 2014). In the case of a misreading, speakers
were asked to repeat the sentence and only the correctly read
instance was used for analysis.

2.3. Acoustic analysis

We used the articulatory-acoustic vowel space (AAVS) in this
study (Whitfield and Goberman 2014) to quantify vowel articu-
lation in each speaking style. An advantage of the AAVS over
point-based metrics, such as the VSA, is that the AAVS can
be computed over full trajectories of running speech (e.g., pic-
ture descriptions and full sentences). For this reason, the AAVS
takes all vowels into account, thus increasing ecological valid-
ity. We calculated the AAVS according to methods established
in prior work and developed a custom semi-automatic pipeline
(Whitfield and Goberman 2014; Abur, Perkell, and Stepp 2022).
First, all instances of ‘uh’ and ‘uhm’ were manually removed

from the picture description recordings. Next, we removed all
voiceless segments using a custom script in Praat (version 6.3.1;
Boersma and Weenink 2023). Continuous first and second for-
mant frequency (F1 and F2) traces were extracted in Praat from
the voiced segments using a script based on Carignan (2022).
As formant frequency tracking accuracy is considerably influ-
enced by both speaker and vowel characteristics, the Carignan
(2022) script extracts the ‘optimal’ formant frequency by cal-
culating the F1 and F2 using formant ceilings ranging from
3500-6000 Hz with 50 Hz intervals (see e.g., Escudero et al.
2009), time steps of 5 ms, and 25 ms time windows. From these
51 possible formant values (one associated with each ceiling),
those two standard deviations away from each mean formant
value were removed. From the remaining formant frequencies,
the median value was taken as the optimal formant frequency
for each given 5 ms time step (representing a single data point).

The resulting formant trajectories were filtered using a me-
dian absolute deviation filter, removing data points 2.5 times
away from the median absolute deviation of the dataset (5,584
rows, 1.8%).1 We calculated the AAVS on a mel-scale for each
speaker at each assessment point, and for each speaking style
(four AAVS values per speaker). The formant trajectories of
both picture descriptions were combined to calculate one AAVS
value. The AAVS was calculated as the square-root of the prod-
uct of the squared variance of the formant tracks and the un-
shared variance between them (see equation (1)). The unshared
variance was calculated by subtracting the R2 of a linear model
with F1 predicting F2 from 1.

AAVS =
√

(σF1)
2 × (σF2)

2 × (1− R2) (1)

2.4. Statistical analysis

The data were analysed using linear mixed-effects regres-
sion in R (version 4.3.2; R Core Team 2023; Bates et al.
2015; Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, and Christensen 2017). Our
hypothesis-testing model included the AAVS as a function of
surgery (pre vs. post surgery) in interaction with style (read
speech vs. semi-spontaneous), together with a by-speaker ran-
dom intercept. We further assessed the influence of speaker sex
and articulation rate (number of syllables / phonation time in
seconds) in an exploratory modeling procedure, as these vari-
ables can impact vowel acoustics. The articulation rate was
calculated using a Praat script by De Jong and Wempe (2009).
All numerical variables were centered around the mean and the
α-level was set at 0.05. We concluded our analysis by veri-
fying the model’s assumptions and employing model criticism
(Fox and Weisberg 2019). Data points with an absolute resid-
ual exceeding 2.5 standard deviations from their fitted value
were removed. We only used this trimmed dataset when out-
liers drove the absence or presence of statistically significant
effects (Baayen 2008).

3. Results
Our results are based on the trimmed dataset that removed one
data point from the analysis (3%). An overview of the AAVS
values per style and time point is provided in Figure 1-A. The
AAVS post-treatment was not significantly smaller compared to

1Additional manual filtering only removed an extra 600 rows
(0.2%). The correlation between the AAVS with and without manual
filtering was r = .99 and our subsequent results were nearly identical.
We therefore use the AAVS values without manual filtering.



Figure 1: (A) Articulatory-acoustic vowel space (AAVS) per time point and speaking style. Different colours represent individual
speakers, different shapes represent the speaking styles (circles = picture description, triangles = sentence reading). (B) Change in
AAVS in percentage compared to pre-treatment between both speaking styles per speaker. A negative value indicates that the AAVS
was smaller post-treatment compared to pre-treatment. A positive value indicates an increase in AAVS.

pre-treatment (p = .66). On average, semi-spontaneous speech
yielded a significantly smaller AAVS compared to read speech
(β = -2,621 mel2, T = -2.7, CI = [-4,471, -529], p = .02). There
was no significant interaction between time and style (p = .22).
Figure 1-B shows the change in AAVS in percentage compared
to pre-treatment per speaking style and speaker. Decreases in
AAVS for both speaking styles were observed for four speakers
(S01, S02, S07, S08) post-surgery, with the largest decrease in
AAVS for speakers S02 and S07.

Our exploratory analysis revealed a significant effect of sex
which indicated that, on average, males had a lower AAVS com-
pared to females (β = -11,026 mel2, T = -3.9, CI = [-16,793,
-5,250], p < .01). A significant effect of articulation rate
indicated a positive relationship between articulation rate and
AAVS (β = 5,184 mel2, T = 2.3, CI = [870, 9,633], p < .05).
With the inclusion of the exploratory variables, the fixed effect
of speaking style became significant.

4. Discussion and conclusion
We assessed the effect of speaking style on the articulatory-
acoustic vowel space (AAVS) of individuals with tongue can-
cer pre- and post-surgical intervention. The results suggest that
the surgical intervention did not impact the overall vowel space
for the speakers included in this study. This is not in line with
previous work that reported a reduced VSA following treatment
compared to pre-treatment for tongue cancer (Guo et al. 2023;
Takatsu et al. 2017). One important difference, compared to
earlier work, is that the speakers included in our study were
mostly treated for smaller tumours (T1) whereas the studies by
Guo et al. (2023) and Takatsu et al. (2017) also included in-
dividuals with large tumours (T4). To rule out the possibility
of pre-treatment speech impairments influencing our findings,
we verified that our speakers had typical AAVS values before
treatment by comparing them to those of Dutch typical speak-

ers (Hoekzema et al. 2024, current proceedings).
The absence of a reduced AAVS could stem from vary-

ing post-treatment changes among speakers, as some had
an increase in AAVS following treatment (e.g., S03, S04,
S05) whereas others showed a decrease (e.g., S02 and S07).
The largest increases post-surgery were seen for the semi-
spontaneous speech style in speakers treated for anterior tu-
mours. The surgery may have relieved tumor-related discom-
fort without significantly affecting articulatory function, poten-
tially resulting in increased range of motion during speech post-
treatment. In contrast, the two speakers with the largest de-
crease in AAVS post-surgery (S02 and S07) were treated for
either a posterior tumour or a tumour located on the mid-line
of the tongue, which seem to have a more pronounced effect on
vowel articulation.

On average, speakers with faster articulation rates had a
larger AAVS which might seem contradictory at first, as a faster
articulation rate typically results in a smaller VSA (Turner,
Tjaden, and Weismer 1995). However, speakers whose speech
was more affected by surgery might have slowed their speech
rate as a compensatory strategy, whereas speakers whose speech
was less affected may have remained at their habitual articula-
tion rate and preserved the size of their acoustic working space.

The results of our study further suggest that the AAVS can
capture differences induced by speaking style. Previous work
showed that the AAVS yielded larger AAVS values in clear
speech compared to typical speech during a reading passage
(Whitfield and Goberman 2014). We extend these findings by
showing that spontaneously elicited speech from picture de-
scriptions resulted in a smaller AAVS compared to a reading
task with individual sentences. While it is still possible that
speakers produced ‘clear’ speech during the picture descrip-
tion, ‘clear’ semi-spontaneous speech still elicits smaller for-
mant ranges compared to ‘clear’ read speech (Hazan and Baker
2010). The effect of speaking style on AAVS did not change as



a result of surgery for the speakers in our study.
It should be noted that our results are based on a small

group-level assessment, which is a limitation of our study. A
second limitation is that the phonemic content of both speak-
ing styles was not identical. However, we tried to control for
this by including sentences that included a distribution of Dutch
phonemes at the frequency the phonemes typically occur.

To conclude, to quantify the effect of surgical treatment for
tongue cancer on the acoustic vowel space, our results suggest
that both reading and semi-spontaneous speech styles would be
suitable prompts to use.
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